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Abstract
A common workflow to perform a continuous human task
stream is to divide workers into groups, have one group per-
form the newly-arrived task, and rotate the groups. We call
this type of workflow the group rotation. This paper addresses
the problem of how to manage Group Rotation Type Crowd-
sourcing, the group rotation in a crowdsourcing setting. In
the group-rotation type crowdsourcing, we must change the
group structure dynamically because workers come in and
leave frequently. This paper proposes an approach to explore
a design space of methods for group restructuring in the group
rotation type crowdsourcing.
1 Introduction
Continuous human task streams appear in many applica-
tions, such as the captioning of real-time broadcasting and
the metadata labeling to objects in videos (Lasecki et al.
2012) (Naim et al. 2013). An example of task in such a task
stream is to transcribe one spoken sentence into text.
Since human resources are limited, a common workflow
to perform such a task stream is to divide workers into
groups, have one group perform the newly-arrived task, and
rotate the groups (WFD and WASLI ). In general, more than
one worker belongs to each group for improving the result
quality. We call this type of workflow the group rotation.
Fig. 1 illustrates a group rotation. Assume that we have a
task stream for transcribing sentences spoken in a video. We
have three groups g1, g2 and g3. At present, workers in g1
are performing the task. Each task asks workers to transcribe
one sentence. Their results in a group will be aggregated for
improving the task result by some means (e.g., majority vot-
ing). Then, workers in g2 will transcribe the next sentence.
There are two points here. First, it is important to let
workers know when their turn comes. Therefore, we put a
counter on the task screen of each worker that countdowns
until the sentence the worker has to transcribe appears. With
the counter, workers can prepare for their turn.
Second, there is an application-specific number d ≥ 1,
which is the minimum number of workers in each group. In
Fig. 1, d = 2. Usually, the minimum number of workers in a
group is determined by the way how the application aggre-
gates the answers to maintain the quality of task results.
Group Rotation Type Crowdsourcing. This paper ad-
dresses the problem of how to manage Group Rotation Type
Figure 1: Group rotation (d = 2)
Crowdsourcing (GRTC), the group rotation in a crowdsourc-
ing setting. Our assumption is that we can always recruit
workers during the task stream, allowing workers to come in
and leave freely. An example is to recruit volunteer workers
from the audience of a lecture for transcribing the lecture.
Under the assumption, we must change the group struc-
ture dynamically because workers come in and leave while
tasks are being performed. While it is desirable to increase
the number of groups to make the burden to workers small,
we must reduce the number of groups when there is a group
having less than d workers.
However, changing the group structure will give work-
ers psychological stress, such as surprise, confusion or ir-
ritation. For example, if the counter jumps from 20 to 2,
the worker would be surprised and feel stressed since she
may not have prepared for the task. There is a clear trade-
off between optimizing the number of groups dynamically
and keeping the psychological stress of workers small. The
problem may look similar to those for tree-form database in-
dices such as B-Trees (Comer 1979) (Bayer and McCreight
1970). In such index structures, we usually address the trade-
off between the access time and the required space for stor-
ing the index. In contrast, a unique point of our problem is
that the target is humans and not data. We address the trade-
off between optimizing the number of groups and keeping
the psychological stress given to workers small.
This paper proposes an approach to explore a design space
of methods for group restructuring in GRTC. Our purposes
are to (1) confirm the tradeoff between increasing the num-
ber of groups and keeping the psychological stress of work-
ers caused by the move to other groups small, and (2) hope-
fully find sweet spots in the tradeoff.
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2 Group Rotations
A group rotation state (or shortly a grs) is a building block
of a group rotation and represents a snapshot of it. Fig. 1
illustrates a grs. Formally, a grs is defined as follows:
Definition 1 A group rotation state S is defined as a tuple
(W,G,Wg, Succ, p) where:
• W = {w1, w2, · · · , wn} is a set of workers. |W | = 9 in
Fig. 1,
• G = {g1, g2, · · · , gm} is a set of groups (|G| ≥ 2). G =
{g1, g2, g3} in Fig. 1,
• Wg : G → 2W maps each group to the workers who
belongs to it. For example, |Wg(g1)| = 3 in Fig. 1,
• Succ : G → G defines the next group of each group
for the rotation. Succ(g1) = g2 in Fig. 1, The function
is illustrated by direct edges among nodes representing
groups, and
• p ∈ G is the group whose workers are performing a task
at this state. p = g1 in Fig. 1. 
In S, (1) every worker must belong to exactly one group,
(2) each group has to must have at least one worker, and (3)
the graph must have a circle shape. Namely, S must satisfy
all the following conditions:
1. Wg(g1)⊕Wg(g2)⊕ · · · ⊕Wg(gm) = W ,
2. ∀gx ∈ G (|Wg(gx)| ≥ 1), and
3. For any two groups gi, gj ∈ G, there is one and the only
path from gi to gj with Succ.
Given two grs’s S and S′, we say that S′ follows S if any
worker in p who performed tasks in S does not perform any
task in S′ and p′ is the successor of p in S′. Formally,
Definition 2 Let S and S′ be group rotation states, and let
p and p′ be the current groups of S and S′, respectively. We
say S′ follows S if (1) Wg(p) ∩W ′g(p′) = φ, (2) p exists in
G′, and (3) p′ = Succ′(p). 
A group rotation is a sequence of group rotation states
each of which follows its predecessor.
Definition 3 Let [S1, S2, . . .] be a sequence of group rota-
tion states. The sequence is a group rotation if for any suc-
cessive pair (Si, Si+1) in the sequence, Si+1 follows Si. 
3 Group Rotation Generators
Assume that we have an application-dependent minimum
number of workers for each group (denoted by d), a se-
quence T = [t1, t2, . . . , ] of times when each task is per-
formed, and a sequence ∆W = [∆wi1 ,∆wi2 , . . . , ] of
worker changes. Here, ∆wi is either +wi (i.e., wi comes in)
or −wi (wi leaves) and has a property t(∆wi) to represent
the time when the change happens. Then, we can generate a
group rotation with a group rotation generator, an algorithm
to generate group rotations.
A group rotation generator is defined as follows:
Definition 4 The group rotation generator is defined as a
function Next : States× Int×Diff → States that takes
as input Si, d and a subsequence of ∆W and generates the
next Si+1 s.t. Si+1 follows Si. 
Algorithm 1 Template for Next(Si, d,∆Wi)
Input: Si, d,∆Wi
Output: Si+1
1: Stmp ← Si
2: for ∆wj ∈ ∆Wi do
3: if ∆wj is +wj then
4: Stmp ← Insert(Stmp, d,+wj)
5: else if ∆wj is −wj then
6: Stmp ← Remove(Stmp, d,−wj)
7: end if
8: end for
9: Si+1 ← Stmp with pi+1 = Succi+1(pi).
Given (S1, d, T,∆W,Next), the following procedure
generates a group rotation.
1. Output S1 as the first grs in the group rotation.
2. At each ti in T do the following.
(a) Let ∆Wi be the subsequence of ∆W in which t(∆wj)
for each ∆wj ∈ ∆Wi is in (ti−1, ti]. Namely, ∆Wi is
a set of worker changes from ti−1 to ti.
(b) Si+1 = Next(Si, d,∆Wi) where pi+1 =
Succi+1(pi).
Algorithm 1 shows a design space forNext(Si, d,∆Wi).
In the design space, we apply two worker-at-a-time update
operators (named Insert and Remove) for generating Si+1 in
a sequential way according to worker insertion and deletion
described in the sequence ∆Wi. The algorithm works as fol-
lows. First, it copies Si to Stmp (Line 1). Next, it applies In-
sert and Remove operators with each worker ∆wj in ∆Wi
(Lines 2 to 8). Finally, it copies Stmp to Si+1 and moves
the current group forward (Line 9). The two operators work
as follows. First, Insert(S, d,+wj) chooses a group and
inserts wj into it. If the number of workers in the group is
larger than a function of d (denoted bymax(d)), it splits the
group into two groups. Second, Remove(S, d,−wj) first
deletes wj from a group. If the number of workers in the
group becomes less than d, it moves other workers to the
group if we find a group having many workers, otherwise
joins the groups with another group to meet the condition.
Here, we see four key components: choose, split, find and
join. We consider a variety of possible methods to imple-
ment the four components in Insert and Remove operators.
For example, choosing a group into which we insert worker
heavily affects how often the groups are restructured and
how much stress workers experience.
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